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Most of us RV drivers seem to have this natural
aversion to big airports (which surprisingly seem to
be populated by big airplanes.) For the average private pilot, jumping into the ATC fray of rapid-fire
controllers, roaring jetliners and pricey avgas seems
pointless. That’s why we fly our RVs, right? Flying
where we want, when we want, efficiently and
“cheaply” is one of the main reasons for spending all
of that time and dollars building our personal flying
machines.
But sometimes taking on the big iron may be a desirable option. Maybe the big airport is just closer to our final destination and more convenient. Yes, there might be landing fees and higher priced
fuel, but then again we may save on ground transportation costs and that most precious commodity:
time. Or another thought (that Tom Berge and I share) is that a larger airport might have better
services such as maintenance, hangar space, rental cars, and maybe a good restaurant.
Back when I was flying my RV-4, #2 son was playing soccer for the University of Wisconsin and
one weekend he had a big game in Chicago. A quick study of the chart showed that Chicago Midway was really close by. Hmmm… I’d flown into MDW many times for my day job at NWA.
Why not exercise my rights as a tax-paying citizen and fly the -4 into Midway for the game? There
were two big-name FBOs on the field. If I remember correctly Atlantic Aviation was a little more
reasonably priced with only a $25 landing fee. Gas was probably $2 higher than a “little” airport
but I'd only need 15 gallons when we arrived. The day of the trip turned out clear and a million so
Jean and I cranked up and headed for the windy city.

The inbound leg was a nonevent and we called Chicago
approach about 20 miles out.
Chicago controllers don’t mess
around but apparently our blip
didn’t look any smaller than a 747. So we were easily vectored to
runway 14L, handed off to the tower and cleared to land. It was
kind of fun taxiing into the Atlantic ramp in our toy airplane and we
were marshaled to the parking area next to a Gulfstream.

Sec/Treas: Peter Fruehling
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Our rental car was ready and we were out the door in short order
and had a great day cheering on the UW team (of course, we won!)
Back to Atlantic in the late afternoon, we did have to fill out some
security paperwork to get back out on to the ramp (this was not too
long after 9/11 so security on larger airports was a little tense). But
shortly we started up, got our VFR class B clearance, and taxied out
The “other” 22DW flirting with the big guys at Midway.
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sandwiched in between two Southwest 737s. I turned around once and could only see a 737 nosewheel snugged up behind us (I just
know those SWA guys were lusting over our -4!!) The big guys were departing on 14R and we were directed over to 14L to taxi into
position and hold. And sat there for what seemed like 10 minutes as the tower man looked for a break in the action to get this little
guy out of his hair. I get very nervous sitting in position (or lining up to wait, and wait, and wait.) I was about ready to remind him
we were still sitting at the end of 14L when we got the quick call…. “22DW, cleared for takeoff 14L, turn left headed 270, climb to
2000 and maintain that altitude for 10 miles”. We were gone in a heartbeat and chalked off MWD as a “been there, done that.”
Here’s another tale of “big planes, little planes” from the “old days” at Northwest Orient Airlines

Where do we find men like these?.........
- Bob Craig, president, Sunbird Aviation, Bozeman, MT
From the March 2019 issue of “Contrails” magazine of the Retired Northwest Pilots Assoc.

Bozeman, Montana, is one of those delightful places left to live. One of the many things that Bozeman has is an abundance of air
transportation.
One thing that Bozeman does not have is a control tower. We have managed to sort of keep everything pointed the same direction by
doing a lot of coordination between pilots on the local radio frequency. This often doesn't sit really well with the airline pilots.
As a matter of fact, there are only two airports on Northwest Orient's entire route structure world- wide that don't have control towers
and they are both in Montana - Bozeman and Butte.
The local FBO, Sunbird Aviation, Inc. had recently acquired an older, no- radio Super Cub as a tow plane for its
glider school. On this particular day in November, Henry
Bahn, a middle-aged college professor, decided that since
the weather was clear - even though there was fresh snow
and it was cold - it would be a nice day to improve his
proficiency in the Cub.
Since it was cold, the battery in the Cub was a Little
anemic and it required some assistance and a jumper cable to get started. Once started, however, everything was
fine; and Henry taxied to the run-up area at the end of the
runway. Remember, this is a no-radio aircraft so a lot of looking out the windows is going on. Let's face it there is not a lot else to do
in a Super Cub.
Henry observed that the ground crew at the terminal was in
the closing process on a Northwest Airlines 727, but he
would be long gone before the trimotor was ready to roll.
He taxied into the run-up position and completed his take
off checklist and noted the 727 coming up the taxiway
behind him. He was ready, so he taxied onto the runway
and lined up on the center stripe. Since it was very cold
and the air was very dense, he thought that it might be a
good idea to lean it out a little, so he started to pull out on
the mixture control just a little
- and the engine quit.
Northwest was now hanging its nose over the end of the runway not far behind Henry' s right shoulder; and when your engine has
stopped, a big jet in close proximity can be very loud. It can be particularly annoying if you are a slightly built, grey headed, bespectacled college professor and your aircraft has a very weak battery.
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Try as he might, the prop would not turn over, and Henry was beginning to panic. Let us imagine that the conversation in the Northwest cockpit at that moment was probably not too charitable to Bozeman and Super Cubs, this one in particular. The cockpit crew was
Captain Burt Novak, 1st Officer W. L. Ball, and Flight Engineer N. H. Duncan. They all knew that unless that Cub got out of the way,
they could not start their take off and a long delay might result. That meant inconvenience to a lot of passengers and, not least of all,
the consumption of a lot of very expensive jet fuel. The Northwest crew was trying to communicate with the Cub and at the same time
talk to the FSS to make everyone aware of the problem. Henry, not having a radio, was not party to the communication. He was, however, aware of the problem. .
Henry decided that he had to get the airplane off the runway, and since a Cub is quite light, he would just pull it out of the way. He got
out and picked up the tail and moved it to the edge of the runway. Alas, the airport snowplows had managed to create a two -foot berm
that he could not get over. He was stopped and still in the way. He turned the airplane again toward the take-off direction, got in and
tried the starter again. The prop would just start to move and stop, the battery was almost useless. The 727 was still howling behind
him, the engine wouldn’t start, and he couldn't tell anyone about his problem. Henry was near a collapse.
John’s RV-7A and test pilot Tom Berge

All of a sudden, he heard someone knocking on his right window. He turned
to see the uniform of a Northwest flight officer (we never learned which one, although we suspect that it must have been the Captain,
Mr. Novak). He obviously knew something of Super Cubs. He instructed Henry to turn on the mags, richen the mixture, crack the
throttle, and calmly walked around to the propeller to hand prop the airplane. The third time through, the engine came to life and Henry was back in business.
The Northwest flight officer walked back across the runway, under the screaming giant of an aircraft, up the rear stairs that had been
lowered, raised the stairs, walked up the aisle to the cockpit, and resumed his normal position of authority. Henry added the throttle,
took off, quickly made a left tum to get out of the way, and watched the 727 roll down the runway and gracefully lift into the air. Henry returned to the runway, landed, taxied into Sunbird and allowed that he didn't really think he wanted to fly any more that day.
Captain Novak and his crew experienced a small delay, but their compassion, understanding, and skill contributed to a happy ending
of a situation that will be an amusing memory for all of us. Our hats off to the Northwest crew!
*

*

*

*

*

*

John Putnam’s RV-7A Flies!
It’s always great to see a new RV take to the air!! John Putnam of Brainerd, MN reports his -7A launched for the first
time in October. Tom Berge was the test pilot and all operated
well. 180 hp with a three-blade Cato prop and Dynon electronic goodies.

An Exercise in Individuality
-Tom Berge
In the last four weeks or so, I’ve had the opportunity to fly
four different RV9A’s built by four different builders. One
was a first flight, one transitioning a new pilot and two newly
purchased. One of my favorite sayings is “welcome to the
world of homebuilt airplanes” and what follows is a snap shot
of why. Each of these RV’s were built according to what the
builder thought was best. All in all, nothing stood out as being
wrong with any of the builds, and they were in fact well done
even taking into account the variabilities. And while the dif-
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ferences you might be thinking about involve installed equipment, paint, etc., there are other more subtle issues to think
about. Whenever I fly a new to me RV, I have a set of rules I
keep in mind in an effort to reduce my risk. Rule number one
is I have to stall the airplane in the approach configuration.
That’s my carved in granite, never skip rule. If I do nothing
else, that gets done because years ago I had an RV8 stall on
very short final after I blindly believed the seller on his approach speed. Rule number two is sellers lie and builders don’t
know. Trust no one.

Mags that turned out to be timed too advanced which may be
why the cylinder temps were elevated, especially at higher
altitudes.
RV9A number four was a basic steam gauge example with a
carbureted 160 horse, fixed pitch Sensenich. Stall was 50
MPH giving an approach speed of 65-70 MPH. Speaking of
stalls, this one broke straight ahead, period. It’s not uncommon to have a slight wing drop and in fact I was in a fifth RV9
this month that had a pronounced wing drop, but this one was
rock solid straight. While training the new owner we tried to
induce a wing drop with a bit of rudder during the stall and it
just wouldn’t comply. Whatever the builder did, my hat’s off
to him. Idle speed was 700, a bit high. Once the idle speed
gets down to 550-600 with a fixed pitch prop, landings are just
easier. Ignition was one mag and one Light Speed electronic.
The seller told me to start on the left impulse mag which I did
the first time but after realizing the second unit was light
speed, we began starting on both mags and saw quite a bit
better starts. Nice airplane.

Rv9A number one was a first flight, injected 160 horses, Catto
fixed pitch, with a Dynon panel. On the first attempt to get the
flight under way, the engine quit twice while taxiing to the
runway. I didn’t wait around for the third time, though it did
quit on the way back to the hangar and wouldn’t restart. Once
that was solved, the flight went well, temps were good and the
stall was 41 knots indicated giving an approach speed of 55-60
knots. The low inertia prop made it a bit bouncy and the right
wing was annoyingly heavy. Initial idle speed was 800 RPM,
about 200 too high. It was a typical first flight. Ignition was
two P-Mags.
RV9A number two was transitioning a new pilot. This was
also a 160 horse but with a Sensenich fixed pitch, carbureted
and also with a Dynon panel. As I recall, the stall was around
48 MPH giving an approach speed of 65 MPH. Notice the
MPH instead of knots. Have to keep that straight in my head.
The heavier prop added a bit of stability but was not as smooth
as the Catto. Idle speed was around 600 maybe a bit less, perfect! Ignition was two regular mags.
RV9A number three was a bit more interesting. This one had
an injected 180 horse spinning a Catto prop with Advanced
Flight Systems 5500 EFIS screens and an Avidyne 540 driving
a TruTrak autopilot. Stall was indicating 52 knots, a solid 10
knots higher than I normally see. Had I not checked this and
approached at my usual RV9 speed of 60 knots, things may
have become dicey. Both the AFS 5500 and the Avidyne boxes were new to me so of course, I hated them. To be fair, by
the time we finished our flight from central Florida back to the
Minneapolis area I was starting to warm up to them. I could
build a flight plan and switch frequencies without getting too
lost. Now if I can just figure out how to get the little airplane
symbol to show track up, I’ll be in good shape. Next flight I’ll
get it, maybe. Idle speed was 750, a bit high. I mention idle
speed because too much makes for float. Ignition was 2 P-

It was an interesting month to say the least. Different engines,
props, panels, stall speeds, radio work, navigation and the list
goes on. Hot starts were easy here and complicated there. Indicated stall speed differences kept my head spinning in regards to my approach speeds, which is why I’m a big fan of
flying a sight picture. That would be the sight picture outside
the airplane. Just knowing where the nose should be in relation
to the horizon helps keep the approach speed steady. It’s interesting to experience the individuality that the homebuilt
airplanes provide. It’s a great challenge to figure out enough
of the idiosyncrasies to keep the flight safe and then of course,
teach someone else how to fly the thing. One thing for sure,
it’s not boring.

*****
Ed note: Some of you may recall the tragic accident of Chuck Cook’s T-28 at Anoka in the summer
of 2018. Although it is not RV related it is a compelling story that is worth sharing…
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Twin Cities RV Builders December Meeting
Saturday, December 14, 2019, 10:00 am
Doug and Paul’s hangar, 41C Mooney Lane, Lake Elmo Airport

What’s better than to hunker down on a cold
December Saturday and gather around the “RV
Roundtable?”
Bring your questions, comments, thoughts, and
even your opinions and we’ll kick them around.
There is no lack of topics when it coes to
building and flying our RVs. Construction
issues, paint, avionics, props, canopies,
cowlings, … you name it!!
Coffee, juice, “low-cal” goodies as usual.
AND…. door prizes!!!!! Don’t miss it!!

Directions: From I-94 go north on Manning Avenue (County Road 15) about 3 miles. Turn right at the second entrance
to Lake Elmo airport just before the railroad tracks. Go east past Lake Elmo Aero and follow the road to the left. Go just
past the old Civil Air Patrol hangar on the right. Then turn right on Mooney Lane. We are the fourth hangar on the left
(41C.) Call Doug if lost: 651-398-1184.
See you there!!!!!! BTW, please park on the hard surface. (Restrooms are at Lake Elmo Aero)

